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much logical reasoning during the period of semantic
service discovery can be processed previously at the
stage of service publication phase. Therefore, the
adopting of the pre-reasoning technology can greatly
reduce the response time for user requests. In this
method, we first find the best ontology concepts to
map the parameter models of abstract service models
we published according to the analysis of semantic
similarity. Then we built the data structures of these
best mapped ontology concepts. These data structures
are specially devised by making use of the knowledge
about the graph storage theories, and each data
structure contains the domain of data and the domain
of link. The domain of data keeps the records of
registered service’s information, and the other domain
of link comprises of six indices which will point at six
different link lists. These link lists denote different
semantic relationships among ontology concepts which
can avoid repeated logical reasoning. Data structures
of ontology concepts build up the Quick Service Query
List (QSQL). In QSQL, we not only store the data
structures of these best mapped ontology concepts, but
also include those ones which can be derived by the
best ones from the same semantic model through
logical reasoning. Finally, the service discovery
algorithm can quickly and efficiently search
appropriate services from QSQL without any logical
reasoning. In conclusion, our methods not only
guarantee the benefits of the high recall rate and the
precision rate brought by semantic-based service
discovery, but also guarantee a quick response time.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the key rules and concepts of
service discovery based on QSQL .Section 3 presents
service instance selection methods based on OWL QoS

Abstract
Current service composition and coordination still
remain at large amount of manual processing stage,
which has brought about low efficiency. In this paper,
we present an efficient algorithm for abstract service
discovery and a service instance selection method. Our
algorithm firstly builds up the special data structures
of ontology concepts based on graph storage theories
when publishing abstract services. Then, these data
structures form a quick service query list. In our
algorithm, the large number of ontology reasoning is
processed at service publication stage, thus we can
make sure the quick query response in service
discovery without much reasoning. In addition, our
service instance selection methods based on OWL QoS
ontology can enable grid resource sharing and
coordination more flexible.

1. Introduction
Currently, there have been a number of semanticbased service discovery approaches such as OWL-S[1],
WSMO[2]， WSDL-S[3]. Compared to the traditional
keyword-based matching services, semantic service
discovery has brought both the recall rate and the
precision rate a major step forward. However, the most
semantic-based discovery methods need so much
logical reference at the service discovery phase that
searching a service often need a long response time. To
overcome the low efficiency of semantic service
discovery by traditional matchmaking algorithm, we
present some efficient algorithms for abstract service
publication and discovery based on the pre-reasoning
technology. The pre-reasoning technology means that
∗
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nodes. The data structure of an ontology concept
vertex is comprised of the domain of data and the
domain of link. The domain of link contains six indices
which will point at corresponding single link list. The
six indices are superlink 、 sublink 、 equallink 、
siblink、grandparlink and grandchdlink. A Superlink
index will point at the super class link list. A Sublink
index will point at the sub class link list. An Equallink
index will point at the equivalent class link list. A
Siblink index will point at the sibling class link list. A
Grandparlink index will point at the grandparent class
link list. A Grandchdlink index will point at the
grandchild class link list. Actually, the type of each
above single link list represents a semantic type of
relationship among concepts. Each single link list
consists of arc nodes. The data structure of arc node is
devised as shown in the Figure 1.

ontology.. In Section 4, we discuss related work. The
final section points out our future work.

2. Pre-reasoning based Abstract Service
Discovery
2.1. Data Structure Definition of Ontology
Concept Vertex
Each OWL[4, 5] semantic model can be similarly
mapped to a semantic network graph, and each
ontology concept can be compared to a vertex of this
graph, and the relationship between concepts can be
mapped to an arc of this graph. Therefore, the type of
arc can reflect the relationship between concepts. We
make use of the idea about the storage of graph theory
to build up the QSQL. The main elements of QSQL
are ontology concept vertex.
Before we introduce the data structures of the
ontology concept vertex, we redefine or extend the
following some semantic relationships which are
mainly built by the traditional expression “subClass”
through logical reasoning.
Definition 1. ∀i ， A i denotes an ontology concept .
Definition 2. A i ⊆ A j denotes A i is the direct

Relationship Type

The data structure of arc node contains three
domains: Relationship Type, adjvex and nextarc.
Relationship type represents a kind of semantic
relationship between concepts, and it also denotes the
type of single link list. The domain of adjvex will
record the reference position of other ontology concept
vertex in QSQL to show that there exists such an exact
semantic relationship as the marked type of the domain
of Relationship Type between referred ontology
concept and the head ontology concept of this link list.
The domain of nextarc points at the next arc node
which has the same relationship type.
The domain of data in data structure of ontology
concept vertex primarily keeps records about other
necessary information such as the URL address of
ontology model the concept belongs to. Here the
domain of data is mainly divided two parts, namely
INPUT part and OUTPUT part; each part includes five
vectors respectively such as Exact_vector 、
Plugin_vector、Sib_vector、Grapar_vector、Grachd_vector.
These vectors will record the unique ID information of
abstract service model which will be published.
Actually, these vectors are classified into five levels
according to the semantic extension of the relationship
between an ontology concept and a parameter model of
an abstract service model. The table 1 gives the formal
definition of all above vectors.

has − sup erclass
→Aj
A i ⊆ A j can also be expressed by A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯

has − su bclass
or A j ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Ai .

A k is
A i ⊆ A j ⊆ A k denotes
grandparent class of A i ，or A i is grandchild class of

Definition 3.
， which
has − grandparent

can

A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ A k
has − grandparent

also
,or

be

expressed

has − grandchild

A k ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ A i

nextarc

Figure 1：the data
structure of arc node

subclass of A j .or A j is the direct super class of A i .

Ak

adjvex

by
，

has − grandchild

⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ and ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ are dissymmetric
relationships.
Definition 4. If A i ⊆ A k ， A j ⊆ A k ,Then the

relationship between A i and A j is a sibling, namely,
A i and A j have common super class, the graph
has − sibling
has − sibling
A j . ←⎯⎯⎯→
expression is A i ←⎯⎯⎯→
is a

symmetric relationship.
has − equalclass
→ A j denotes A i is
Definition 5. A i ←⎯⎯⎯⎯
has − equalclass
→ is a
equivalent class of A j , and ←⎯⎯⎯⎯

symmetric relationship.
In QSQL, we use Adjacency List Style to store
ontology concept vertex. Adjacency List is a link
storage structure of graph; and each ontology concept
vertex will be mapped to a head node of link; the
relationships among concepts are expressed by arc

2.2. Relative Rule Definition of Link Structure
As discussed in section 2.1, the link structures are an
important part of data structures of ontology concept
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vertex. Here we give five rules to build all link
structures.
Rule 1 ： A i is an ontology concept, if ∀j, ∀k, ∀h ,
after
applying
logic
inference,
s.t.
has − equalclass
A i ←⎯⎯⎯⎯→ A j
，
has − sup erclass
A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Ah

,

has − sup erclass
A j ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Bk ,

has − sup erclass

of A i , first, we should find other equivalent class or
synonymic meaning concepts in ontology model by
applying logic inference, and build the equal link
list .Then the service publication algorithm can build
the super class link list of A i by applying rule 1;
similarly, it can build the sub class link list of A i by
applying rule 2; it can build the sibling class link list
of A i by applying rule 3; it can build the grandparent

then

has − sup erclass

→ Bk ， A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Ah
add A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯

.

Table 1: The definition of vectors about the domain of data
Notes: A i :an ontology concept; WSi (I v , O v ) : an abstract service model; I v : the collection of input parameters of WSi ; O v : the
collection of output parameters of WSi ; UID:unique Identification of WSi

∃C j ∈ I V

If

A i iInput iExact _ vector

，

s.t.

has −equalclass
A i ←⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Cj

，

C j ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ A i ,then WSi i UID ∈ A i iInput iExact _ vector

A i iInput iPlugin _ vector

has−sup erclass
If ∃C j ∈ I V ，s.t. C j ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ A i ，then WSi i UID ∈ A i iInput iPlugin _ vector

A i iInput iSib _ vector

has −sibling
If ∃C j ∈ I V ，s.t. A i ←⎯⎯⎯→
C j ，then WSi i UID ∈ A i iInput iSib _ vector

A i iInput iGrapar _ vector

has −grandparent
If ∃C j ∈ I V s.t. A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
C j ，then WSi i UID ∈ A i iInput iGrapar _ vector

A i iInput iGrachd _ vector

has−grandchild
If ∃C j ∈ I V ，s.t. A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ C j ，then WSi i UID ∈ A i iInput iGrachd _ vector

If

A i iOutput iExact _ vector

∃C j ∈ O v

，

s.t.

has −equalclass
A i ←⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Cj

，

or

has −subclass
A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Cj

has −sup erclass
If ∃C j ∈ O v ，s.t. A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ C j ,then WSi i UID ∈ A i iOutput i Plugin _ vector

A i iOutput iSib _ vector

has −sibling
If ∃C j ∈ O v ，s.t. A i ←⎯⎯⎯→
C j ，then WSi i UID ∈ A i iOutput iSib _ vector

A i iOutput iGrapar _ vector

has−grandchild
If ∃C j ∈ O v ，s.t. A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ C j ，then WSi i UID ∈ A i iOutput iGrapar _ vector

A i iOutput iGrachd _ vector

has −grandparent
If ∃C j ∈ O v ，s.t. A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
C j ，then WSi i UID ∈ A i iOutput iGrachd _ vector

2：

if ∀j, ∀k, ∀h , after applying logic inference,
has − equalclass

A i ←⎯⎯⎯⎯→ A j

s.t.
has − su bclass

A j ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Bk ,

has − su bclass

class link list of A i by applying rule 4. Finally, it can
build the grandchild class link list of A i by applying
rule 5.
The significance of all link lists is that each link list
of ontology concept vertex keeps all storage position’s
references of other neighborhood concepts, which have
such semantic relations with the head node as marked
in the domain of Relationship Type of arc node. Due to
this, we can rapidly and easily find such equivalent
class concepts, super class concepts, sub class concepts,
sibling class concepts, grandparent class concepts and
grandchild class concepts of each ontology concept
only along its related link lists without any logic
inference. Therefore, when we publish or register an
abstract service model, if some best mapped ontology
concepts have been in the QSQL, the publication
algorithm can quickly find and modify their vectors of
all related concepts without repeated logical reasoning
according to the rules of table 1.

，

has − su bclass

A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Ah ,

then

has − su bclass

add A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Bk ， A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Ah .
Rule 3： if ∀j, ∀k , after applying logic inference, s.t.
has − sup erclass
A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→Aj

，

has − su bclass
A j ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Bk ,

then

has − sibling

add A i ←⎯⎯⎯→ Bk .
Rule 4： if ∀j, ∀k , after applying logic inference, s.t.
has − sup erclass
A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→Aj ，

，

then WSi i UID ∈ A i iOutput i Exact _ vector

A i iOutput iPlugin _ vector

Rule

or

has −subclass

has − sup erclass
A j ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Bk ,

then

has − grandparent

add A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ Bk .
Rule 5： if ∀j, ∀k , after applying logic inference, s.t.
has − su bclass
has − su bclass
A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ A j ， A j ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Bk ,

then add

has − grandchild

A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ Bk .
Based on the above five rules, we can build up the
link structures of each ontology concept vertex. For
example, if we want to build all kinds of link lists
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extension. The full definitions of the matching degree
are given in Table 2. The definitions of the matching
degree are based on various semantic relations among
mapped ontology concepts of parameter models, so the
In order to build up QSQL, first, we find the best
value of the matching degree is an integrated compared
ontology concepts to map the parameter models of
result. We also sort the grades of matching degree as
abstract service models according to the analysis of
follows according to the different capabilities decided
semantic similarity [6-8]. Then we built the data
by all corresponding semantic relations among
structures of these mapped ontology concepts by
concepts. The order is Exact Plugin Sib Grapar
applying the former mentioned definitions and the
Grachd. This order means that the probability of the
relative rules during the period of abstract service
choice
of those service models which match the
model’s publication .These mapped ontology concepts
requested
service model with the above matching
not only include the best ones, but also include those
degree
respectively
will decrease sequentially. Finally,
ones which can be derived by the best ones from the
it is worth mentioning that the matching should be
same semantic model through logic inference. Finally,
done along two directions, namely output and input
all records about these data structures of corresponding
direction. The Output direction means that the outputs
ontology concepts form the QSQL.
of successfully matched service models should meet all
Table 2. The Definition of Matching degree
WSR(I rv ,O rv ) : Requested service model; WSi (Isv ,Osv ) : Published abstract service model; I rv ,O rv , Isv ,Osv are similarly defined as

2.3.Building of QSQL

the former table.
has−equalclass
∀A i ∈ O rv , ∃B j ∈ Osv , s .t . A i ←⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Bj

If
Exact

Plugin

Sib

Grapar

Grachd
Fail

has −equalclass

,or

has−subclass
A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ B j，

and

simultaneously

has −subclass

∀Ch ∈ I , ∃D k ∈ I , s .t . C h ←⎯⎯⎯⎯→ D k , orCh ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Dk
s
v

r
v

has −superclass
∀A i ∈ O rv , ∃B j ∈ Osv , s .t . A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Bj ,

If

and

simultaneously

at

least

at

least

has−superclass

∀C h ∈ I , ∃D k ∈ I , s .t . Ch ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Dk
s
v

r
v

has −sibling
∀A i ∈ O rv , ∃B j ∈ Osv , s .t . A i ←⎯⎯⎯→
Bj ,

If

and

simultaneously

has−sibling

∀C h ∈ I , ∃D k ∈ I , s .t . Ch ←⎯⎯⎯→ D k
s
v

r
v

has −grandchild
∀A i ∈ O rv , ∃B j ∈ Osv , s .t . A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯
→ Bj ,

If

and

simultaneously

at

least

and

simultaneously

at

least

has −grandchild

∀C h ∈ I , ∃D k ∈ I , s .t . C h ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ D k
s
v

r
v

has −grandparent
∀A i ∈ O rv , ∃B j ∈ Osv , s .t . A i ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→
Bj ,

If

has−grandparent

∀C h ∈ I , ∃D k ∈ I , s .t . Ch ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ D k
s
v

r
v

Not match completely between WSR(I rv ,O rv ) and WSi (Isv ,Osv )

outputs of the requested service model. In turn, the
inputs of the requested service model should meet all
inputs of those corresponding selected models. Due to
this, the publication algorithm has used different rules
and definitions (such as shown in table 1) to process
the input and output variables respectively.

2.4. Key Methods of Service’s Discovery
2.4.1. Definition of Matching Degree
The definitions of the matching degree between the
requested service model and the published service
model are mainly renewed from the methods in [9, 10],
and our definition is slightly different. in our definition,
we integrate other many factors such as the equivalent
and synonymous extension of ontology concepts,
general semantic extension, and specific semantic

2.4.2. Computing Methods of Service Discovery
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Through the output match for all outputs of
WSR(I rv ,O rv ) , V5 ， V4 ， V3 ， V2 ， V1 have included
necessary service models for further selection. In the
next step, our discovery algorithm will delete, and
reorder some service models for each Vi , i = 1, 2 , 3, 4 , 5 by

As discussed above, in QSQL, each A i can meet at
least one of the inputs of all published services which
are recorded in different Input.vectors of A i with
corresponding matching degree. On the other side, if
the requested output is A i , all published services
recorded in all Output.vectors of A i will meet the
requested output A i with the same matching degree.
Therefore, if we need to discovery all published
service models to meet the requested service model
WSR(I rv ,O rv ) with corresponding matching degree, the
following steps should be taken:
 First, finding the best ontology concepts to map
the requested parameter models similar to publish
abstract service model.
 Then searching these mapped ontology concepts
in QSQL, retrieving all kinds of vectors of these
concepts.
 According to the definition in table 2, applying
mathematic operations such as combination and
intersection of the above vector collections.
To clarify the core algorithm of service discovery in
QSQL, we omit the first two steps, and assume
I rv ,Orv have been collections of best mapped ontology
concepts.
For each matching degree, the discovery algorithm
should
first
process
the
output
match

checking whether the inputs of WSR(I rv ,O rv ) meet the
inputs of each service model of Vi , i = 1, 2 , 3, 4 , 5 . The
following rules will be used during the period of the
checking process.
Rule 1: For each WSi ( Isv , Osv ) ∈ Vj , if Irv isize()<Isv isize() ,

(

then delete

WSi Isv , Osv

) from V ,
j

which means that the

inputs of requested service model fail to meet the
inputs of WSi ( Isv , Osv ) .
Rule 2: For each Vj , ∀WSi ( Isv , Osv ) ∈ Vj , then for each

input ontology concept Irv [j] of WSR(I rv ,O rv ) , scan its
all vectors in QSQL to
count the number n
of WSi i UID ∈ Irv [j]iVkI (The definitions of VkI is also shown
in table 5
), if n< Isv isize() , then delete
s
s
WSi ( I v , O v ) from Vj , otherwise go to rule 3.
Rule 3: Transferring and adjusting some service
models for each Vj which has been processed by rule

1 and rule 2.

Table 3. The computing methods with different matching degree for outputs of WSR(I rv ,O rv )
Vi

:

The

collection

of

service

o
5

models

which

meet

o
4

outputs

WSR(Irv ,O rv )

of

o
3

with

the

ith

matching

o
2

degree; V : Output iExact_vector ; V : Output iPlugin_vector ; V : Output iSib_vector ; V : Output iGrapar_vector ; V1o :
Output iGrachd_vector ; V5I : Input iExact_vector ; V4I : Input iPlugin_vector ; V3I : Input iSib_vector ; V2I : Input iGrapar_vector
; V1I : Input iGrachd_vector
Exact : V5

V5 =

O rv i size()

∩

O rv [i]iV5o

i =1

Plugin: V4

V4 =

Orv i size()

∩ ( O [i]iV
r
v

o
5

i =1

Sib: V3

V3 =

O rv i size()

∩ ( O [i]iV
r
v

o
5

i =1

Grapar: V2

V2 =

Orv i size()

∩ ( O [i]iV

V1 =

O rv i size()

r
v

)

∪ O rv [i]iV4o ∪ O rv [i]iV3o ∪ O rv [i]iV2o − V5 − V4 − V3

o
5

∪ O rv [i]iV4o ∪ O rv [i]iV3o ∪ O rv [i]iV2o ∪ O rv [i]iV1o − V5 − V4 − V3 − V2

∩ ( O [i]iV
i =1

)

∪ O rv [i]iV4o ∪ O rv [i]iV3o − V5 − V4

o
5

r
v

i =1

Grachd: V1

)

∪ O rv [i]iV4o − V5

)

3. Service Instance Selection

between WSR(I rv ,O rv ) and all published service models
so that all matched service models will meet all outputs
of WSR(I rv ,O rv ) with corresponding matching degree.
Table 3 lists all corresponding computing methods
with different matching degree for all published
service models to meet the outputs of WSR(I rv ,O rv ) .

As discussed in the above section, service discovery
from QSQL can quickly help the users or applications
find the appropriate abstract service models to meet
their demands. However, each selected abstract service
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model has several grid service instances, and we
should find the best grid instance to meet the QoS
demands of users or make better use of grid resources.
Therefore, how to select the service instance is also
important. In our methods, the selection of service
instances is mainly based on the QoS properties, such
as cpu /memory state information of running nodes. In
order to facilitate users to evaluate the QoS of grid
service instances, objective QoS criteria to distinguish
one instance from another is needed. Our QoS
computing model is primarily composed of the
following three aspects: OWL QoS ontology, QoS
information collection, and QoS ranking model. OWL
QoS ontology is used to provide a common
understanding of QoS parameters and their semantics
between providers and consumers by reasoning their
properties. QoS information is divided into two
categories, namely obtained QoS information and
computed QoS information[11].
In order to clarify the service selection model, here
we give a demo. Assuming that s1 , s2 , s3 denote grid

⎧ qi , j
⎪1 n
⎪ ∑ qi , j
⎪ n i =1
qi' , j = ⎨ n
⎪1 ∑q
⎪ n i =1 i , j
⎪ q
i, j
⎩

(2)

j ∈ g 2 , qi , j ∈ Q
'

Then we can obtain the following matrix Q .

⎡ 0.8 1.13 0.96 ⎤
Q = ⎢⎢1.33
1
0.96 ⎥⎥
⎢⎣ 1 0.88 1.08 ⎥⎦
'

(3)

Then, the weights reflecting the grade of the
importance should be assigned to the respective
properties of QoS. For example, wq = (0.3, 0.3, 0.4)
shows that the important degree of response time is 30
percent as well as the reliability, while the reputation is
40 percent. wq can be specified by user. Based on wq ,

service instances of the same abstract service model
WSi (Isv ,Osv ) . In order to reduce the complexity of the
problems, QoS criteria are simplified into the
following three criteria: response time, reliability,
reputation. Especially, reliability and reputation are

we can get the following total QoS ranking Rq of
instances.

divided into ten levels. The vector q1v = ( 50,9,8 )

⎡ 0.8 1.13 0.96⎤ ⎡0.3⎤
Rq = Q ∗w = ⎢⎢1.33 1 0.96⎥⎥ ∗⎢⎢0.3⎥⎥
⎢⎣ 1 0.88 1.08⎥⎦ ⎢⎣0.4⎥⎦
⎡0.963⎤
= ⎢⎢1.083⎥⎥
⎢⎣0.996⎥⎦

means the quality information of s1 , for example, 50

'

means that the response time of s1 is 50ms, 9
represents the reliability level, 8 stands for the
reputation level. Especially, OWL QoS ontology can
help uniform the measurement unit. For example, one
second
equals
1000
millisecond.
Similarly, q2 v = ( 30,8,8 ) , and q3v = ( 40, 7,9 ) .

We can obtain the following matrix Q .Each row in

Τ
q

(4)

The expression 4 shows that s2 is the best grid

Q represents a service instance si , while each column

service instance of abstract service model WSi (Isv ,Osv ) .
However, according to the former service discovery
method, there are possible multi abstract service
models to meet the requested service model
WSR(I rv ,O rv ) with the different matching degree.
Additionally, those abstract service models which have
a higher semantic matching degree are not always to be
selected when it comes to all including QoS computing.
Therefore, we should make sure the selected abstract
service model and its execution instance are both the
best.
In our method, semantic and QoS factors are
simultaneously taken into account to decide the best
choice. First, after service discovery from QSQL, for

represents one of the QoS criteria (response time,
reliability, reputation).

⎡50 9 8 ⎤
Q = ⎢⎢30 8 8 ⎥⎥
⎢⎣ 40 7 9 ⎥⎦

j ∈ g1 , qi , j ∈ Q

(1)

To allow for a uniform measurement of service
qualities independent of units, the matrix Q needs to
be normalized by equation 2.
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Finally, when the weights of semantic and QoS are
assigned to ws , i.e. ， ws = (0.7, 0.3), we can get the

each matching degree type Vi* , i = 1, 2 , 3, 4 , 5 , the best grid
service instances for each corresponding abstract
service model in each Vi* should be found out according
to the computing methods (1)(2)(3)(4). Then for
each Vi* , those abstract service models which have the
highest QoS values will be selected further. Finally,
the weights of semantic matching degree and QoS
factors are simultaneously taken into account to
distinguish the final ranking.
For example, assuming that 5 levels (5, 4, 3, 2, 1)
denotes the corresponding matching degree Exact,
Plugin, Sib, Grapar, Grachd. QVijk denotes the QoS

following final rank Rtotal of si ( i =1, 2, 3).

Rtotal

value of service instances, the subscript i denotes the
corresponding subscript i of Vi* , j denotes the jth
abstract service model WS j ( Isv , Osv ) of Vi* , and k denotes
the kth service instance of

(

)

WS j Isv , Osv .According

to

the first above two processes, we can get
QViji ki = max( max( QVijk )) for each Vi* , further, we
j

k

can
obtain
five
service
instances ins5 ,ins4 ,ins3 ,ins2 ,ins1 which have the
highest
QoS
value
QV5 j5 k5 , QV4 j4 k4 QV3 j3 k3 QV2 j2 k2 QV1 j1k1 in each Vi* .These

Therefore, this demo shows that service instance
ins5 which has the high QoS value QV5 j5 k5 in V5* is
the best choice.

4. Related Work

''

instances form the following matrix Q .Each row in

Q '' represents a service instance insi , while each

Currently, dynamic web services composition has
become a research hotspot. Literature [12] presents
methods for owl-s based semantic search in UDDI.
These methods build the ontology hierarchy tree to
record service information when services are published.
Our methods are mainly based on the knowledge of the
graph storage. Another approach in[13] primarily
provides a Semantic UDDI registry for publishing and
searching services. This work enhances the semantic
search mechanism in couple of ways. However, their
semantic search algorithm still needs too much logic
inference, so the query’s response often keeps longer.
The literature[14] [15]is part research results of
METEOR-S project which are mainly based on the
wsdl-s, and p2p computing schema. Similarly, their
discovery algorithm also uses a lot of reasoning so that
the efficiency of search is not high. The methods in [16]
are a combination of many kinds of service discovery
methods to enhance the flexibility of the service
discovery, and they can support a variety of services
description language, but it is the main emphasis of the
traditional service discovery methods , So essentially
no efficiency gains in query’s response. In addition,
there are many QoS-based semantic service discovery
methods [17-19]. These methods are very significant.
In our method, we use a semantic-based virtual service

column represents semantic matching degree and QoS
value QViji ki respectively.

Q '' = (matchin degree i, QViji ki )
⎡5
⎢4
⎢
= ⎢3
⎢
⎢2
⎢⎣1

⎡1.67 0.927 ⎤
⎢ 1.33 1.062 ⎥ 0.7
⎢
⎥ ⎡ ⎤
'''
Τ
= Q ∗ ws = ⎢ 1
0.936 ⎥ ∗ ⎢⎢ ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ 0.67 1.164 ⎥ ⎢⎣ 0.3 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ 0.33 0.914 ⎥⎦
(7)
⎡1.447 ⎤
⎢1.250 ⎥
⎢
⎥
= ⎢ 0.981⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ 0.818 ⎥
⎢⎣ 0.505 ⎥⎦

0.946 ⎤
1.083 ⎥⎥
0.955⎥
⎥
1.187 ⎥
0.932 ⎥⎦

(5)

Q '' should also be normalized to the following
'''
matrix Q by using the equation 2.
⎡1.67
⎢1.33
⎢
Q ''' = ⎢ 1
⎢
⎢0.67
⎢⎣ 0.33

0.927 ⎤
1.062 ⎥⎥
0.936 ⎥
⎥
1.164 ⎥
0.914 ⎥⎦

(6)
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these data structures. With our algorithm, the large
number of ontology reasoning is processed at service
publication stage which enables the quick query
response in service discovery. In addition, we give the
grid service instance selection methods based on OWL
QoS ontology. A demo has been used in illustrating
such methods.
With the contributions of this paper, we will further
investigate composing algorithms for multiple abstract
service model combination. Currently, we have
developed
a
basic
grid
platform
(http://grid.cma.gov.cn:8080/gridsphere/cmag). In the
future, we will transfer our simulation experiment to a
true grid environment.

method, which separates the service function
description and grid service instance from the
traditional service description so that we need not
consider nonfunctional properties of services during
service discovery.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
Current service composition and coordination in
service grid environments still remain at large amount
of manual processing stage, which has resulted in low
efficiency. In this paper, we have presented a new
efficient method for abstract service discovery.
Specially, our method firstly set up some special data
structures of ontology concepts based on graph storage
theories when publishing abstract services. Then, a
Quick Service Query List (QSQL) will be formed by
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